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1. Introduction 

This paper is a commentary on my translation, the target text (TT), of an article titled, 

“Principled Communication,” from English, the source language (SL), into Arabic, the 

target language (TL). The source text (ST) is written by Steven Covey in 1992 and cited 

on the website of Franklin Covey, a global professional-services firm and specialty-

retailer selling both training and productivity-tools to individuals and to organizations. 

Steven Covey is the author of several best-selling books including “The Seven Habits of 

Highly Effective People” and his books have been translated into many languages 

including Arabic.  

 

Along with mono-lingual and bilingual dictionaries, idiom, collocation and electronic 

dictionaries were used while translating. In addition, several translated books from the 

same genre as well as an Arabic translation of Covey's book “The Seven Habits of Highly 

Effective People” were referred to. Also the sentences in ST, TT, and the back translation 

(BT) are numbered for easy reference. 

 

The translator’s agenda is introduced to cover the rationale of the text selection and the 

objectives to be achieved by the translation. To discuss the translation process, the 

ethnolinguistic theory and textuality standards are adopted to cover the linguistic and 

metalinguistic features of the texts and to support the domesticating translation of the 

text. Meanwhile main translation problems are discussed in relation to these theories.  

 

2. Translator's Agenda 

Mohammed Abu-Risha (2008) considers that, 

 
The translator is an ethnographer because he or she deals with the experience of the source 

language and that of the target language. The translator according to this view is a comparative 

agent who tries to match the experience of the ST to that of the TT. 

 

Based on this understanding, the translator is the mediator between two cultures and two 

experiences whose knowledge, vision, ideology and most importantly targets are 
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reflected in his/her production. As a translator, my agenda for translating this particular 

article is prominently demonstrated in two main points: the rationale of the text selection 

and the objectives to be achieved by the translation.    

 

2.1. Rationale of Text Selection 

Two reasons were behind selecting this article for translation. First, the article's genre, 

professional and personal development, is part of the interests of the target audience, 

which includes local, non-specialized readers in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia, as one of the 

biggest oil producing countries and for being located in the heart of the Middle East zone, 

is living economic, social and informational growth. This growth has motivated the trend 

of seeking development, which includes the interest in attending seminars and workshops 

and reading books on professional and personal development. In addition, there is a 

tendency towards reading the translated Western versions of these books rather than 

reading the books of the same genre written in Arabic (the TL). This is because the target 

audience tends to believe that what is written originally in the target language within this 

genre is built on Western literature and knowledge. 
 

Second, the preference for translated books has allowed the translation industry to 

flourish, which has resulted in the domination of commercial translation by the private 

sector. Al-Khatib (2007:108 in Harbi 2007) notes that,  “the high costs of printing and 

publishing in Saudi Arabia compared to the competitive costs in the other Arab countries 

accentuates also the inflow of the imported Arabic translated books”, which leads the 

private sector in Saudi market to do the translation in Arab countries like Egypt and 

Syria. Furthermore, the Arabic translation introduced into the local market has increased 

between 1994 and 2004 when the social sciences and humanities had the lion share of the 

translation focus to feed the demand of the market (ibid). Private publishers like Jarir and 

Obaikan are on the top private translation centers in Saudi Arabia in terms of cultural, 

political and literature translation that target wide non-specialized readers. All the above 

factors along with the translation industry’s negligible contribution to the Saudi economy 

somehow result in modest national interests to regulate translations for their quality 

(ibid).   
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The popularity of professional development literature and the current status of the 

translation industry in Saudi Arabia encouraged me to select this article for the purposes 

of this paper. 

 

2.2. Objectives to Be Achieved by This Translation  

As mentioned previously, most of the translated material, within the genre of the ST that 

is available in the local market can be evaluated as incompatible for two reasons: the 

outsourcing of translation to cut costs and the relative lack of national regulation of 

translation. Therefore, my first objective behind this translation is to introduce a different 

translation which is adapted to the target culture in terms of content and style; I also 

wanted to demonstrate that this particular genre needs to be domesticated into the target 

culture.  

 

To domesticate the text, I worked within the frame of the ethnolinguistic theory proposed 

by Mohammed Sa’Adeddin (1990) and the seven standards of textuality proposed by 

Beaugrande (1980 in Bell 1991). So my second objective is to explore how dealing with 

the text as an ethnographer can be successful in domesticating the text.  As an 

ethnographer-translator who is aware of how this particular genre should be presented, I 

sough to produce a text that answers the target audience’s expectations and interests, 

using an easy and popular language namely the journalistic discourse.  

 

Therefore, my agenda plays critical role in determining my translation approach which is 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

3. Translation Process and Strategy 

The translation approach that I adopt in this translation is domestication to “allow the 

translation to work as a literary text in its own right, excreting its force within native 

traditions” (Venuti 2000:16). From an ethnographic standpoint, domestication is essential 

in this particular genre, because the target audience who seeks useful information about 

effective communication, need to read comfortably in a language that does not violate 
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their linguistic or cultural norms. So the TT is domesticated to be adapted into the TL 

linguistically and functionally. To match the TL’s linguistic and functional features, the 

TT went through two stages of reconstruction based on a deep and careful reading of the 

ST (Bell 1991:161).  

 

The two main stages of the translation process are: 1) expression for expression (literal 

translation), and 2) text for text (dynamic translation). These two stages represent Hatim 

and Mason’s (1990) model of discourse-based approach of translation, where the first 

stage stands for the lexico-grammatical comprehension of the ST and the second stands 

for the utilizing of the textual and structural dimensions of the TT realized in its cohesion, 

coherence and thematic structure (Jaber 2001:308). In the first stage, sentences are 

complete yet may contain unacceptable expressions, weak sentence structure, or lacks of 

cohesive and coherent links with other sentences. The focus at this stage is on finding 

equivalents at semantic and syntactic levels, endeavoring to fully comprehend the ST 

with little regard as yet to the pragmatic or cultural TL norms.  At this stage there was an 

overlap between the phases of translation process, i.e. ST comprehension and TT 

processing.  

 

In the second stage, I looked to “explore the ways in which forms of language, from 

individual words to complete structures, encode something of the beliefs and values held 

by the language user” (McCarthy & Carter 1994:150 in Abu-Risha 2008). The purpose of 

this stage was to synthesize the outcome of the first stage and produce a TT that holds the 

basic standards of TL textuality and pragmatics. Also, to produce a text-for-text 

equivalent, the tenor and the mode of the TT were modified. The tenor of the TT shares 

with the ST the same level of politeness and accessibility but has a higher level of 

formality and impersonality; the mode of the TT shares the same level of channel 

limitation, participation, and privateness as the ST, but a lower level of spontaneity. 

These differences in tenor and mode created some translation problems which will be 

further discussed.  
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For a comprehensive discussion of the translation process, a combination of the 

ethnolinguistic theory and the seven standards of textuality is adopted in the discussion. 

First, the ethnolinguistic theory aims to “reach a viable theory that can account for the 

various cultural barriers of translation across language communities” (Abu-Risha 

2008:55). It shifts the focus from the text to the translator as an ethnographer in handling 

translation problems, especially those that relate to cultural aspects of languages and 

communities (ibid). The theory categorizes the source text features into two main 

elements: the message content, i.e. formative elements, and the message form 

constituents. The former includes the metalinguistic features of the text - experiential, 

interpersonal and textual - and the context description while the latter highlights the 

linguistic features of the text and the micro and macro grammatical dependencies.  

 

Second, the seven standards of textuality as identified by Beaugrande are 1) cohesion, 2) 

coherence, 3) intentionality, 4) acceptability, 5) informativity, 6) relevance, and 7) 

intertextuality (Beaugrande 1980 in Bell 1991:164). Most of these standards are included 

in the ethnolinguistic theory and will be referred to in the discussion of translation 

problems.  

 

4. Translation Problems in the ST 

The main translation problems are discussed based on the ethnolinguistic theory to 

highlight the main differences between the ST and TT since “problems related to the 

reading phase in translating process can be ascribed to failure on the part of the translator 

or the trainee to account for such areas as addresser-addressee, norm of interpretation, 

intertextuality and text acts” (Abu-Risha 2008:55). This theory covers five of the 

textuality standards: cohesion, intentionality, informativity, relevance and intertextuality.   

 

4.1. Translation Problems and Ethnolinguistic Theory 

Appendix 4 provides a detailed description of the ethnolinguistic elements of the ST 

regarding which the translation problems will be discussed. However, the two following 

subsections will focus, rather, on the elements that were different in the TT and which 

created translation problems. 
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4.1.1. At Message Content Formative Element 

Norm of Interaction 

The norm of interaction stands for the informativity standard of textuality because it is 

composed of the probable or predictable information provided in the text (Bell 

1991:167). The norm of interaction in Arabic is quite different for the higher level of 

formality. To elaborate, being a diglossic language, the everyday spoken language of the 

target culture differs drastically from the version used in writing. In TL writing, standard 

Arabic, which is more formal in nature, is used. Therefore, translation into standard 

Arabic imposes a distance between the writer and the reader and accordingly affects the 

interpersonal metafunction of the TT. On another level, the spontaneity of the TT is 

affected as many culture-bound and colloquial expressions disappear. For example, the 

culture-bound expression of ‘motherhood and apple pie’ in S (30) was replaced with an 

idiomatic verse from the Qur’an implying a message of uselessness1. The TT equivalent 

more or less provides the same connotation as the ST cultural expression but at a higher 

level of formality and lower level of spontaneity. Likewise the colloquial expression ‘get 

out there and milk like crazy’ in S (46) statement was replaced by a TL expression that 

conveys the same meaning avoiding using ‘crazy’ to harmonize with the formality and 

‘there’ to match the high impersonality of the TT’s tenor (refer to Appendix 3). 

 

Variety of Expression 

Because the Standard Arabic is free of colloquial expression, the variety of expression of 

the TT does not match that of the ST. Most of the ST’s colloquial expressions were either 

deleted or modified. To illustrate, S (13) was rewritten differently for the colloquial word 

use of ‘fool’ and ‘make the team’. The TT’s tenor and mode pertain rewriting at the 

syntactic and semantic level. Syntactically the sentence was translated as a clause 

subordinating the previous sentence referring generally to the players, the subject of the 

previous sentence. Semantically, S (13) was generalized to exclude any reference to the 

speaker in order not to violate the impersonality level of the TT and to keep the distance 

between the producer and the reader quite large (refer to Appendix 3). Another example 

                                                 
1� The idiomatic verse is “which will neither nourish nor avail against hunger” (Al-Hilali and Khan 1993). 
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is the collocation of ‘social norms reinforce’ in S (17) which was rhetorically rewritten 

using a phrase quoted from one of the Prophet Mohammed’s (PBUH) well-known 

sayings2. This type of quoting is very common and rhetorically valuable in the 

journalistic discourse of the TL.  

 

Text Act 

Standards of intentionality and relevance can be derived from the text act. A text act is 

the illocutionary force of the text that varies from culture to another (Hatim and Mason 

1990:76) and in which the author’s intentions for the text play a critical role in 

determining this force. Intentionality may not be achieved unless it has communicative 

links to a situation or social context (Bell 1991:170). The text structure of the ST is 

argumentative where the thesis is not forcefully stated at the beginning but supported 

with examples - “substantiation” (Hatim and Mason 1990) - throughout the text to 

gradually arrive at the conclusion. The text act of the ST is to indirectly criticize some 

social practices in order to emphasize the rationale that these practices are built on false 

principles. The ST text act was maintained in the TT mainly because “Arabic and English 

may display differences in their paragraphing conventions, yet it is not unusual that the 

same compositional plan can be found in the two languages in certain texts” (Jaber 

2001:318).  

 

However, minor illocutionary effects of some paragraphs were lost for the use of 

colloquial or figurative expressions. For one thing,  the illocutionary effect of S (11 and 

12) (Table 1) was problematic for the use of the cultural metaphorical expression ‘pay the 

price’ accompanied with the compound noun ‘off-season’ and the colloquial ‘out of 

                                                 

2� �ϝΎϗ�ΎϤϬϨϋ�Ϳ�ϲοέ�ιΎόϟ�ϦΑ�ϭήϤϋ�ϦΑ�ͿΪΒϋ�Ϧϋ���ϢϠγϭ�ϪϴϠϋ�Ϳ�ϰϠλ�Ϳ�ϝϮγέ�ϝΎϗ�����ϪΑ�ΖΌΟ�ΎϤϟ�ΎόΒΗ�ϩϮϫ�ϥϮϜϳ�ϰΘΣ�ϢϛΪΣ�ϦϣΆ˵ϳ�ϻ�    
On the authority of Abu Muhammad Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-Aas, who said : The messenger of Allah, 
said: "None of you [truely] believes until his inclination is accordance with what I have brought." 
(http://www.islamicafrica.com/Quran_And_Hadith/Selected_Hadith/Forty_Hadith_Nabawiyyah_An_Na
wawi.htm Sep 5th, 2008) 

 

 

http://www.islamicafrica.com/Quran_And_Hadith/Selected_Hadith/Forty_Hadith_Nabawiyyah_An_Na
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shape.’ The proposition refers to the fact that when players do not exercise outside of the 

regular sport season and then join the team physically unfit, they pay the physical price of 

pain and sore muscles. This extra information has to be added to the TT in order to 

produce a clause understandable for the TT readers. Therefore the clause’s illocutionary 

effect, created by the use of coaching words which painted a vivid picture of the actual 

scene, was lost.   

ST TT BT 

The head coach of a professional 
football team once told me that 
some players don’t pay the price 
in the off-season. 12-“They come 
to camp out of shape,” he said.  

�����ϲϓ�ϦϴΑέΪϤϟ�βϴέ�ϲϟ�ϝΎϗ�Γήϣ
�ξόΑ�ϥ́Α�ϑήΘΤϣ�ϡΪϗ�Γήϛ�ϖϳήϓ

�ϦϴΒϋϼϟΐϳέΪΘϟ�ϥϮϠϤϬϳ��ΝέΎΧ�ϲϓ
γϮϤϟϢ������ήϜδόϤϟΎΑ�ϥϮϘΤΘϠϳ�ϢΛ

�ϲϓ�ϲΒϳέΪΘϟΔϳέΰϣ�ϝΎΣ� 

11-Once a chief-couch in a 
professional football team told 
me that some players neglect 
training off season 12-then 
they join the training camp in 
a shameful condition  

Table 1: The Colloquial and Figurative Expressions in S (10-12) 
 

Another example, when the idiom ‘we will whip the baby out’ in S (21) (Table 2) was 

completely omitted and replaced by its referential meaning, the illocutionary effect of the 

idiom was lost. The idiom was deleted because it does not imply the same cultural impact 

within the target audience. But referring to the task of writing the vision statement as 

whipping a baby out reflects how executives do not appreciate the seriousness of the task. 

Therefore, when the idiom was deleted, the illocutionary force of the entire paragraph 

was negatively affected.    

ST TT BT 
20-When I invited one executive to 
involve all his people and take six 
months to write a corporate 
mission statement, he said, “You 
don’t understand, Stephen. 21-We 
will whip this baby out this 
weekend.” 22-I see people trying 
to do it all over a weekend – trying 
to rebuild their marriage on a 
weekend, trying to change a 
company culture on a weekend, 
trying to pump out a major new 
business proposal. 

20����ΪΣ�Ϧϣ�ΖΒϠσ�ΎϣΪϨϋ
�ϖϳήϓ�ϊϣ�ΐΘϜϳ�ϥ�ϦϳήϳΪϤϟ
�ϚϟΫ�ϭ�ϪΘδγΆϣ�ΔϟΎγέ�ϪϠϤϋ

Ύ˱ϤϜϬΘϣ�ΏΎΟ�ήϬη�ΔΘγ�ϝϼΧ��
��ˮϦϔϴΘγΎϳ�ϚϟΎΑ�Ύϣ�����ϩάϫ

ήΜϛ�άΧ́Η�ϻ�ΔϤϬϤϟ�ΔϠτϋ�Ϧϣ�
ωϮΒγϷ�ΔϳΎϬϧ��������αΎϨϟ�ϥ·

�ϲϓ�˯ΎϴηϷ�ϊϴϤΟ�Ϟόϓ�ϥϮϟϭΎΤϳ
�ϢϬϓ�ωϮΒγϷ�ΔϳΎϬϧ�ΔϠτϋ

�ϢϬΟϭί�˯ΎϨΑ�ϥϭΪϴόϳ
ΒσήϴϴϐΗϭ�ϖϴΒτΗ�ϭ�ϢϬϠϤϋ�Δόϴ

�ϢϬΗΎϛήη�ϲϓ�ΓΪϳΪΟ�ΕέΩΎΒϣ
ωϮΒγϷ�ΔϳΎϬϧ�ΔϠτϋ�ϲϓ�ϪϠϛ 

20-When I ask a manager to 
write with his work team the 
mission of his organization in six 
months, he sarcastically replied: 
“what is wrong with Stevenson?, 
21-this task does not take more 
than a weekend.” 22-People try 
to do all things during the 
weekend. They rebuild their 
marriages, change the nature of 
their work, and apply new 
initiatives in their companies, all 
in the weekend. 

Table 2: The Idiom in S (21) 
  

To sum up, at the level of message content formative elements, most of translation 

problems were created out of the difference between the ST and TT in formality and 
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impersonality. Consequently deletion or semantic and syntactic paraphrasing of some 

colloquial and figurative expression of the ST slightly affected the illocutionary force at 

paragraph level, but the main text act of the whole text was maintained. In addition, 

informativity, textuality, intertexuality and intentionality standards are almost similar in 

both texts because conveying the intended message of the ST was my focus as an 

ethnographer. 

 

4.1.2. At Message Form Constituents 

Paragraphing and Punctuation 

The paragraphing system of texts translated into Arabic is quite similar to the English, 

especially within the journalistic discourse. The TT paragraphs are organized in a way 

that is very similar to the ST except that some of the TT paragraphs may be written as 

only one or two sentences because “it is not unusual for Arabic paragraphs to consist of 

one sentence” (Baker 1992:193). 

 

For punctuation, in Arabic, “unfortunately, but not surprisingly, punctuation marks 

almost without exception are ignored, random or misused in all types of texts and 

contexts, especially in classical books — let alone translated works into Arabic — for no 

good reasons” (Ghazala 2004). Out of this ignorance, the TT is very much similar to the 

ST except in few places. For example, the Arabic markers ‘wa’ and ‘fa’ are used to 

punctuate sentences - in S (2) for example ‘wa’ was repeated six times either as a 

punctuation marker or conjunction - because they are used extensively to “mark the 

boundaries of anticipatory constituents” (Sa’Adeddin 1990: 29).  

 

Macro-Grammatical Dependencies 

There is a noticeable difference in the cohesive patterns between the ST and TT. First, as 

a language that differentiates gender and number, Arabic favors personal pronouns as 

cohesive devices as it reduces the chance of ambiguity (Baker 1992:182). In S (17) 

(Table 3) below, the number of personal references in the TT is higher than the ST’s 

because Arabic nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives are inflected for case, gender and 

number. In addition, these personal references are repeated throughout the TT since 
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“Arabic cohesion is described as context-based, generalized, repetition-oriented, and 

additive” (Mohammed and Omer 2000:53). 

ST TT BT 
17-And when some hero – an 
actor, entertainer, athlete, or other 
professional – suggests that we can 
get what we want by practicing 
hardball negotiation, closing win-
lose deals, and playing by our own 
rules, we believe them, especially 
if social norms reinforce what they 
say.  

�ϭ�ϞΜϤϣ�ϱ�ϕΪμϧ�ϭ����
�ϱ�ϭ�ϲοΎϳέ�ϭ�ϊϳάϣ
�ΎϨϧ́Α�Ϊϛ�Ϋ·�ήΧ�έϮϬθϣ
�ΎϤϟΎσ�Ϊϳήϧ�Ύϣ�ϖϴϘΤΗ�ϊϴτΘδϧ
�ϭ�ΓΩΎΤϟ�ΕΎηΎϘϨϟ�ΎϨγέΎϣ
�ϭ�ΓήγΎΨϟ�ΕΎϴϗΎϔΗϹ�ΎϧήΘΑ
�ΎϨοήϓ�ϭ�ΎϨϴϧϮϘΑ�ΔΒόϠϟ�ΎϨΒόϟ
�Ύϣ�˯ΎΟ�Ϋ·�ΔλΎΧ�ΎϨΑϮϠγ
�ϯϮϬϟ� Ύ˱ϘϓϮϣ� ϪϧϮϟϮϘϳ
�ΔϴϋΎϤΘΟϹ� ΕΪϘΘόϤϟ
ΓΪΎδϟ�  

17-and we believe any actor, 
presenter, athlete or any other 
celebrity if he assures to us that we 
can achieve what we want as long 
as we practice sharp discussion, cut 
off losing agreements, play the 
game with our rules, and impose 
our approach, especially if what 
they are saying come in 
accordance with the common 
spread social believes. 

Table 3: The Personal References in S (17) 
 
In terms of demonstrative references, the TT is denser than the ST. These references are 

used extensively as retrospective labels to anaphorically “encapsulate or package a 

stretch of discourse” (Francis in Coulthard 1994:85). But in S (41) (Table 4), for instance, 

the ST’s non-retrospective demonstrative ‘there’ was not translated. This is due to the 

impersonality of the TT which prefers generalization and not direct reference to the 

external world by using a demonstrative reference. In contrast, in S (40-42), the Arabic 

‘this’ was repeated twice as retrospective label.  

ST TT BT 
40-These are problems that 
common approaches can’t solve. 
41-Quick, easy, free, and fun 
approaches won’t work on the 
“farms” of our lives because there 
we’re subject to natural laws and 
governing principles. 42-Natural 
laws, based upon principles, 
operate regardless of our 
awareness of them or our 
obedience to them.  

 

40��ϩάϫ�ϕήτϟΎΑ�ϞΤΗϻ�ϞϛΎθϣ�
�Δόϳήδϟ� ϭ� ΔϠϬδϟϭ� ΔόΎθϟ

�ˬΔόΘϤϤϟϭ����ϩάϫ�ϱΪΠΗϻ�ϕήτϟ�
�ήΛ́ΘΗ�ϲΘϟ�ΎϨΗΎϴΣ�Δϋέΰϣ�ϊϣ�Ύ˱όϔϧ

�ˬΔϤϛΎΤϟ�ΔόϴΒτϟ�ϦϴϧϮϘΑ����ϩάϫ�
�ϞϤόΗ�ϭ�ΉΩΎΒϤϟ�ϰϠϋ�ΪϤΘόΗ�ϦϴϧϮϘϟ
�ϢϠόϧ�Ϣϟ�ϡ�ΎϫΩϮΟϮΑ�ΎϨϤϠϋ�˯Ϯγ
�ϦϳήΑΪϣ�ΎϨϴϟϭ�ϡ�ΎϫΎϨόσ�˯ Ϯγϭ

ΎϬϨϋ� 

40-These are problems that 
are not solved with the 
common, easy, quick 
enjoyable ways. 41-These 
ways do not work with our 
life farm which is affected 
by the controlling laws of 
nature. 42-These laws 
depend on principles and 
work either we know of their 
existence or and either we 
obey them or give them our 
backs.  

Table 4: The Demonstrative References in S (40-42) 
 

Furthermore, in S (31) (Table 5), the TT begins with the retrospective ‘those people’ to 

avoid the ambiguity that might be created out of using ‘they.’ To illustrate, if ‘they’ were 

used in the TT, the reference can refer to both ‘people’ and ‘motivational speakers’ in S 
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(30), so the reference was replaced instead with the demonstrative added to the noun. On 

the other hand, there is no ambiguity in the thematic structure of the ST (themes are 

underlined in the table below) in the paragraph in which ‘they,’ referring to ‘people,’ is 

the theme for all five sentences (30-32). In the TT, however, the five sentences are 

translated into three sentences whose themes are: ‘back off,’ ‘because’ and ‘they,’ 

respectively. In addition, the second and third ‘they’ in S (31, 32) are redundant in the TT 

because both sentences were translated into one sentence that is highly inflected. 

ST TT BT 
30-Most people are turned off by 
“motivational” speakers who have 
nothing more to share than 
entertaining stories mingled with 
“motherhood and apple pie” 
platitudes. 31-They want 
substance; they want process; they 
want more than aspirin and band-
aids for acute pain. 32-They want 
to solve their chronic problems and 
achieve long-term results.  

30�ǞƳơǂƬȇ�ƢǷƾǼǟ�ǅƢǼǳơ�ǺǷ�Śưǯ�
�ǹȂǠǸƬǈȇƛƸƬǷ�ńƾ�ȏ�śǈǸƸƬǷ�śƯ
ǹȂǸǴǰƬȇ�ǎǐǫ�Ǻǟ�ȏƛ��ƢȇƢǰƷ�ȁ

�ǝȂƳ�ǺǷ�řǤƫ�ȏ�ȁ�ǺǸǈƫȏ�����ǹȋ�
ǅƢǼǳơ�Ɣȏƚǿ�ĆȃȂƬŰ�ǹȁƾȇǂȇƆȐƷ�ȁ��ȁ�

ƾȇƾǋ�Ńȋ�ƧƽƢǸǓ�ȁ�ǺǰǈǷ�ǆȈǳ��
���ǶǿƆȐƷ�ǹȁƾȇǂȇ�ƢĆǠƳƢǻ��ǲǯƢǌŭ�

ƆǬȈǬŢ�ȁ�ƨǬȈǸǟƢ�ǳȃƾŭơ�ƧƾȈǠƥ�ƲƟƢƬǼ 

30-Many people back off when 
they listen to enthusiastic 
speakers talking about nothing 
except about stories and tales 
that do not fatten and substitute 
hunger 31-because those 
people want content and 
solution but not painkiller and 
band-aid for a severe pain. 32-
They want a solution for deep 
problems and achievement of 
long-term results. 
 

Table 5: The Demonstrative, Personal References and Themes in S (30-32) 
 
In terms of junctives or conjunctives, according to Al-Kufaishi (2008: 365), coordination, 

as a cohesive link, can stand for intentionality and acceptability. The TT is denser in 

terms of cohesive devices because “Arabic uses more explicit markers of cohesion than 

English. These cohesive markers render the underlying semantic relationships explicit, 

contribute to information dynamics and preserve thematic unity” (ibid). Throughout the 

TT the Arabic conjunctive ‘wa’ has the highest occurrence due to its versatility as a 

conjunctive that can be used at the phrase, clause, sentence and discourse level (Al-Batal 

(1994) in Al-Kufaishi 2008). In Table (6) below for example, ‘wa’ is cohesive at the 

phrasal level in S (7), at the clause level in S (5), at the sentence level in S (8) and at the 

discourse level in S (10).  

ST TT BT 
5-Let me share with you some 
examples of the problem. 6-Then 
I will suggest the principle-
centered solution. 7-Some 
executives justify heavy-handed 

5���ϲϧϮϋΩϢϜϟ�Ωήγ�ξόΑ�
�ΔϠϜθϤϟ�ϰϠϋ�ΔϠΜϣϷ���ϭ�ϢΛ�Ϧϣ

ΉΩΎΒϤϟ�ϭΫ�ϞΤϟ�ΡήΘϗ́γ�����
�ξόΑϥϭήϳΪϤϟ�ϥϭέήΒϳ�

ϔϟ�ϕήτϟψ�Δϭ�ΔψϴϠϐϟ�

5- Let me narrate to you some 
examples of the problem 6-and 
then I will suggest the solution 
principles. 7-Some managers 
justify the rude and boorish ways 
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means in the name of virtuous 
ends. 8-They say that “business 
is business” and that “ethics” and 
“principles” sometimes have to 
take a backseat to profits. 9-
Many see no correlation between 
the quality of their personal lives 
at home and the quality of their 
communications at work. 10-
Because of the social and 
political environment inside their 
organizations and the fragmented 
markets outside, they think they 
can abuse relationships at will 
and still get results.  

.  

ΎϳΎϬϨϟΎΑΔϳΎϐϟ�ϥϷ�ΔϠϴπϔϟ�Ε�
Ϣϫήψϧ�ϲϓ�ΔϠϴγϮϟ�έήΒΗ����ϭ�

�ϞϤόϟ�Ϯϫ�ϞϤόϟ�ϥ́Α�ϥϮϟϮϘϳϭ�
�άΧ́Η�ϥ�ΐΠϳ�ΕΎϴϗϼΧϷ�ϥ

ϲϓ�ϲϔϠΨϟ�ΪόϘϤϟΏΎδΣ��
ΡΎΑέϷ������Ϫϧ́Α�ϥϭήϳ�Ϣϫ

ϻΗ�ϢϬΗΎϴΣ�ΓΩϮΟ�ϦϴΑ�Δϗϼϋ�ΪΟϮ
�ΔϴμΨθϟϭ�ϲϓ�ϢϬϠλϮΗ�ΓΩϮΟ�

ϞϤόϟˬ�����ϭ�ΥΎϨϤϠϟ�ΔΠϴΘϧ�
Ϲ�ϲϋΎϤΘΟϭ�ϞΧΩ�ϲγΎϴδϟ�

ϤψϨϣϬΗΎϢ�ϭ�ϚϜϔϤϟ�ϕϮδϟ�
�ϢϬϧΎϜϣΈΑ�ϥ�ϮϨχ�ΎϬΟέΎΧ

�ϙΎϨϫ�ΖϣΩ�Ύϣ�ΕΎϗϼόϠϟ�Γ˯ΎγϹ
ΎϬϘϴϘΤΗ�ϦϜϤϳ�ΞΎΘϧ���

 

with virtuous ends because the 
aim, in their perspective, justifies 
the means 8-and the say that 
business is business and morals 
should take the back seat in profit 
calculation. 9-They see that there is 
no relation between the quality of 
their personal lives and the quality 
of their communication at work. 
10-And as a result of the social and 
political climate inside their 
organizations and the fragmented 
market outside them 
(organization), they thought that 
they can wrong to relationships as 
long as there are achievable results. 
 

Table 6: the Arabic Conjunctive ‘wa’ in S (5-10) 
 
 
Micro-Grammatical Dependencies 

For phrases, apart from most of the Arabic phrases are nominal and free of modals, 

translating some of the adjective phrases was difficult particularly the compound ones. 

The compound adjectives ‘principle-centered’ in S (6) and S (65), and ‘heavy-handed’ in 

S (7) were problematic as most of English compound adjectives. On one hand, ‘principle-

centered’ and ‘principled’ share the same contextual meaning so they translated using one 

TL equivalent which is ‘has principles.’ On the other hand, ‘Heavy-handed’ was 

translated using two synonyms, ‘rude’ and ‘boorish,’ which collocate together in the TL 

(refer to Appendix 3). The use of two TT adjectives reflects the tendency of repetition of 

the TL (Mohammed and Omer 2000:53) and at the same time transfers the sense of the 

ST expression. 

 

To synthesize the above discussion, although there are some differences in the macro-

grammatical dependencies, cohesion of the TT was maintained using the TL cohesive 

ties. At textual level, the change of cohesion patterns in the TT resulted in a higher 

frequency of some cohesive devices like the personal references that are inflected through 

out the text and a change of thematic structure like in S (30-32). On the contrary, the high 

versatility of coordination device ‘wa’ caused relative redundancy of other references and 

sentences that two or more ST sentences were translated into one sentence. Repetition 
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and generalization tendencies of the TL served the TT in terms of finding equivalents at 

phrasal and syntactic level and meeting interpersonal metafunction namely formality and 

impersonality.  

 

In general, handling the translation problems from the ethnolinguistic angle shows that 

although the ethnolinguistic theory emerges “as a suggestion by Sa’Adeddin to deal with 

the translating problem by placing more emphasis on the role of the translator as an 

ethnographer” (Abu Risha 2008:73), it presents a comprehensive basis for translation, 

particularly for genres that need to be domesticated. Intentionality and intertextuality 

standards were not discussed above because on one hand, intentionality stands for the 

goal and the sub-goal of the text within the ethnolinguistic theory. The goals and 

subgoals of both texts are almost identical for the domestication approach adopted. On 

the other hand, the intertextuality standard refers to “the relationship between a particular 

text and other texts which share characteristics with it” (Bell 1991:171), which can 

generally be understood as genre. The ST genre was translated into the same genre within 

the TL. However, the ethnolinguistic theory does not extensively tackle coherence and 

acceptability as much as the other standards of textuality. Therefore, translation problems 

related to coherence and acceptability standards are discussed separately below. 

 

4.2. Translation Problems and Textuality Standards 

4.2.1. Coherence Standard 

Most of the coherence of the ST was maintained in the TT, sometimes by using different 

pronominal means. Also, once the text act is maintained in the TT the coherence will be 

maintained too (Hatim and Mason 1990:77). To elaborate, as mentioned before under 

macro-grammatical dependencies, there are some gains and losses for the change of the 

grammatical systems through which coherence is achieved (Hatim and Mason 1990:196). 

For example, in S (39) ‘center on principle’ was translated using ‘concentration.’ Due to 

the high impersonality of the TT, most of the text address is indirect. Therefore, the 

subtitles of the articles were generalized using a nominal sentence (sentence starts with 

noun) rather than a verbal one (sentence starts with verb). Yet as ‘concentration’ and 
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‘center’ share the same tri-literal root (r. k. z), both words share a partial meaning, 

thereby the coherence was relatively maintained.  

 

‘True north’3 in S (65) was problematic for its metaphorical meaning, which had been 

previously introduced by the author in other publications and which has since become a 

well-known concept within the field of training and personal development. The ‘true 

north’ Principles metaphor gets its name from the true north of the compass that always 

points in the correct direction, regardless of the environment. It holds symbolic meaning 

for personal development: “because the compass represents the eternal verities of life, we 

must develop our value system with deep respect for “true north” principles” (Covey 

1989). The expression was translated literally and a footnote was added to explain the 

metaphorical use of the expression in order not to lose the coherent effect of the 

expression.  

 

Similarly in S (61), ‘personality’ and ‘character’ have one TL equivalent, which literally 

means ‘personality.’  Both terms were translated differently in the Arabic version of 

“Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” in which ‘personality’ was translated as the 

personal ethical traits and ‘character’ as the ideal ethical traits. Although this translation 

is quite complicated, it still does not reveal the difference between both terms. Thus, to 

maintain the coherence link of the whole paragraph in the TT, ‘personality’ was 

translated using the TL equivalent but ‘character’ was translated as ‘being’ to evoke the 

deeper meaning of ‘character’ and to validate the difference between the two terms.  

 

4.2.2. Acceptability Standard 

The textuality standards may relate to producer, text or text users. Intentionality, for 

example, is a producer-related standard, cohesion is a text-related and acceptability is a 

text-user-related. Therefore, there are some parts of the ST were problematic when 

translated into Arabic for being unacceptable. For example, from the very beginning of 

the text, the title of the article was problematic for the use of ‘principled’ as an adjective. 

                                                 
3� Literally means “the direction from any point along a meridian towards the North Pole” (Collins English 
Dictionary 2006) 
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‘mabda?ii’, the Arabic adjective equivalent of ‘principled’, does not carry the same 

meaning of the original, but it literally means ‘primarily’.  The best translation of the 

word is ‘d�uu mabaadi?’ (d� is pronounced like the first sound of ‘the’) literally means ‘has 

principles.’ This translation was not used because of the stylish solidity of the sound of 

the first word ‘d�uu’. Therefore, the title was translated as ‘Communication and 

Principles’ that emphasizes the relation between communication and principles, the field 

of the article, with describing neither of both words  using ‘wa’, the multi-functional 

cohesive device.   

 

Likewise the noun phrase of ‘motivational speakers’ in S (30) was modified for the use of 

the adjective. The TL equivalent for ‘motivational’ is not as widely used as the equivalent 

of ‘enthusiastic’. Another reason for using ‘enthusiastic’ rather than ‘motivational’ is the 

collocation of ‘enthusiastic’ and ‘speakers’ which is more natural and common in the TL. 

Another example is the use of ‘tawaasul’ rather than ‘ittisal’ as an equivalent for 

‘communication.’ ‘tawaasul’ has the sense of mutual understanding and refers to the 

purpose of any type of communication. In addition, ‘ittisaal’ gives the sense of physical 

communication. In TL every ‘tawasul’ includes ‘ittisaal’ but not visa versa and using 

‘tawasul’ rather than ‘ittisaal’ serves the domestication approach because the former is 

highly used as an equivalent for ‘communication’ within the target culture.  

 

 

5. Conclusion and Recommendation 

The choice of the approach to be used in translation, whether domestication or 

foreignization, is likely dependent on the type of genre. Culture-bound and 

communicative genres, like the human and professional development genre, need to be 

domesticated to meet their intentionality within the target culture. In other words, 

maintaining the text act and message content formative constituents of the ethnolinguistic 

theory helped in producing a communicative TT because Hatim and Mason consider that 

“at discourse level, communicative failure (relatively speaking) of a translation may be 

attributed to failure to represent speech acts adequately” (1990:76).   
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When the translator deals with the text as an ethnographer by handling the textual 

features as well as utilizing the sociolinguistic aspects of the context, the success of the 

TT primarily depends on a deep comprehension of the ST at the lexico-grammatical and 

discourse level. Through an integrated understanding of the ST, the construction of a 

domesticated TT is a matter of rephrasing the message applying the TL’s linguistic and 

metalinguistic norms. However, coherence and acceptability standards are the only 

textual standards that can be vulnerable when act as an ethnographer-translator. Thus an 

ample combination of ethnolinguistic theory and texuality standards can be effective in 

producing domesticated texts within socio-cultural genres, one of which is the genre of 

this paper.  

 

 In addition, translator’s knowledge within the same genre helps to interpret some cultural 

and metaphorical expressions. There were some expressions in the ST that would be 

difficult to be domesticated unless there is a deep understanding of the social and 

intertextual context.  
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Appendices  

 

Appendix 1 

 

The Source Text ST 

Principled Communication 

Stephen R. Covey  

July 1992  

1-If our motive is to manipulate, our communication and our leadership, in 
general, will prove to be ineffective over time.  
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2-In recent years, since the publication of my book, The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People, I have worked with many wonderful individuals who are seeking 
to improve the quality of their communications, relationships, products, services, 
organizations, and lives.  

3-But sadly, I see many people using a variety of ill-advised approaches. In 
effect, they try to apply short-cut, manipulative practices learned in academic and 
social systems to natural systems, the “farms” of their lives.  

4-The Problem: Alternate Centers  

5-Let me share with you some examples of the problem. 6-Then I will suggest 
the principle-centered solution. 7-Some executives justify heavy-handed means 
in the name of virtuous ends. 8-They say that “business is business” and that 
“ethics” and “principles” sometimes have to take a backseat to profits. 9-Many 
see no correlation between the quality of their personal lives at home and the 
quality of their communications at work. 10-Because of the social and political 
environment inside their organizations and the fragmented markets outside, they 
think they can abuse relationships at will and still get results.  

11-The head coach of a professional football team once told me that some 
players don’t pay the price in the off-season. 12-“They come to camp out of 
shape,” he said. 13-“Somehow they think they can fool me, make the team, and 
play great in the games.”  

14-When I ask in my seminars, “How many of you would agree that the vast 
majority of the workforce possess far more capability, creativity, talent, initiative, 
and resourcefulness than their present jobs allow or require them to use?” the 
affirmative response is about 99 percent. 15-We all admit that our greatest 
resources are being wasted.  

16-Our heroes are often people who make a lot of money. 17-And when some 
hero – an actor, entertainer, athlete, or other professional – suggests that we can 
get what we want by practicing hardball negotiation, closing win-lose deals, and 
playing by our own rules, we believe them, especially if social norms reinforce 
what they say.  
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18-Some parents don’t pay the price with their kids, thinking they can fake it for 
the public image and then shout and slam the door. 19-They are then shocked to 
see that their teenage kids experiment with drugs, alcohol, and sex to fill the void 
in their lives.  

20-When I invited one executive to involve all his people and take six months to 
write a corporate mission statement, he said, “You don’t understand, Stephen. 
21-We will whip this baby out this weekend.” 22-I see people trying to do it all 
over a weekend – trying to rebuild their marriage on a weekend, trying to change 
a company culture on a weekend, trying to pump out a major new business 
proposal. 23-Some things just can’t be done over a weekend.  

24-Many executives take criticism personally because they are emotionally 
dependent on their employees’ acceptance of them. 25-A state of collusion is 
established where executives and employees need each other’s weaknesses to 
validate their perceptions of each other and to justify their own lack of production.  

26-In management, everything goes to measurement. 27-July belongs to the 
operators, but December belongs to the controllers. 28-And the figures are 
manipulated at the end of the year to make them look good. 29-The numbers are 
supposed to be precise and objective, but everyone knows they are based on 
subjective assumptions.  

30-Most people are turned off by “motivational” speakers who have nothing more 
to share than entertaining stories mingled with “motherhood and apple pie” 
platitudes. 31-They want substance; they want process; they want more than 
aspirin and band-aids for acute pain. 32-They want to solve their chronic 
problems and achieve long-term results.  

33-I once spoke to a group of executives at a training conference and discovered 
that they were bitter because the CEO had “forced” them to “come and sit for four 
days to listen to a bunch of abstract thoughts.” 34-They were part of a 
paternalistic culture that saw training as an expense, not an investment. 35-Their 
organization managed people as things.  

36-In school, we ask students to tell us what we told them; we test them on our 
lectures. 37-They figure out the system, and then they party, procrastinate, and 
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cram to get the grades. 38-They think all of life operates on the same short-cut 
system.  

39-The Solution: Center on Principles  

40-These are problems that common approaches can’t solve. 41-Quick, easy, 
free, and fun approaches won’t work on the “farms” of our lives because there 
we’re subject to natural laws and governing principles. 42-Natural laws, based 
upon principles, operate regardless of our awareness of them or our obedience 
to them.  

43-Often habits of ineffectiveness are rooted in our social conditioning toward 
quick-fix, short-term thinking. 44-In school, many of us procrastinate and then 
successfully cram for tests. 45-But does cramming work on a farm? 46-Can you 
go two weeks without milking the cow, and then get out there and milk like crazy? 
47-Can you “forget” to plant in the spring, goof off all summer, and then hit the 
ground real hard in the fall to bring in the harvest?48- We might laugh at such 
ludicrous approaches in agriculture, but then in academic environments, we 
might cram to get grades and degrees.  

49-The only thing that endures over time is the law of the farm: I must prepare 
the ground, put in the seed, cultivate, weed, water, and nurture growth. 50-So 
also in a business or a marriage there is no quick fix where you can just move in 
and magically make everything right with a positive mental attitude and a 
package of success formulas.  

51-Correct principles are like compasses: they are always pointing the way. 52-
And if we know how to read them, we won’t get lost, confused, or fooled by 
conflicting voices and values. 53-Principles such as fairness, equity, justice, 
integrity, honesty, and trust are not invented by us: they are the laws of the 
universe that pertain to human relationships and organizations. 54-They are part 
of the human condition, consciousness, and conscience.  

55-People instinctively trust those whose personalities are founded upon correct 
principles. 56-We have evidence of this in our long-term relationships. 57-We 
learn that technique is relatively unimportant compared to trust, which is the 
result of our trustworthiness over time. 58-When trust is high, we communicate 
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easily, effortlessly, instantaneously. 59-We can make mistakes, and others will 
still capture our meaning. 60-But when trust is low, communication is exhausting, 
time-consuming, ineffective, and inordinately difficult.  

61-Most people would rather work on their personality than on their character. 
62-The former may involve learning a new skill, style, or image, but the latter 
involves changing habits, developing virtues, disciplining appetites and passions, 
keeping promises, and being considerate of the feelings and convictions of 
others. 63-Character development is the best manifestation of our maturity. 64-
To value oneself and, at the same time, subordinate oneself to higher purposes 
and principles is the paradoxical essence of highest humanity and the foundation 
of effective leadership.  

65-Principle-centered leaders are men and women of character who work with 
competence “on farms” with “seed and soil” and who work in harmony with 
natural, “true north” principles and with the law of the harvest. 66-They build 
those principles into the center of their lives, into the center of their relationships, 
into the center of their communications and contracts, into their management 
processes, and into their mission statements.  

 
Appendix 2 

 

The Target Text 

�ǲǏơȂƬǳơ�ȁƝƽƢƦŭơ��
�ȂȈǳȂȇ�ĿȂǯ�ǺǨȈƬǇ����ǵ���

��
���ǹƢǯ�ơƿƛƢǼǠǧơƽ�Ȃǿ�ƧǁȁƢǼŭơ��ȁ�ȁ�ƢǼǴǏơȂƫ�ǹƜǧ�ǲȇƢƸƬǳơ�ƣȂǴǇƗǇ�ƢǼƫƽƢȈǫƢƥ�ǹơƔȂƦȈǲǌǨǳƪǫȂǳơ�ǁȁǂǷ�ǞǷ����
��
���ƨȈǓƢŭơ�ƨǴȈǴǬǳơ�ƩơȂǼǈǳơ�ǱȐƻȁ�ĺƢƬǯ�ǁơƾǏƛ�ƤǬǟ�ƽƢǠǳơơƨȈǴǟƢǧ�ǂưǯȋơ�ǅƢǼǴǳ�ǞƦǈǳơ�Ʃ��śǠƟơǁ�ƽơǂǧƗ�ǞǷ�ƪǴǸǟ�

�ǶȀƳƢƬǻƛȁ�ǶēƢǫȐǟ�ȁ�ǶȀǴǏơȂƫ�ƧƽȂƳ�śǈƸƬǳ�ǹȂǠǈȇȁ�ǩȂǧ�ȁ�ǶēƢǸǜǼǷȁ�ǶēƢǷƾƻ�ǲǯǶēƢȈƷ�Ǯǳƿ���
��
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��Ǻǰǳȁ�ǦǇȌǳ�ƗĆǇƢǻƗ�ȃǁƢȇǂƻƕ�ǺǳƢǇƗ�ǹȂǴǸǠƬǈȇ��ƤȈȄǴǟ�ƨȈǼƦǷȀȈƳȂƫ�ƩƢƠȇƽǁ�ƨ�ǪȈƦǘƫ�ǹȂǳȁƢŹ�ƨǬȈǬūơ�Ŀ�Ƕǿ�ȁ�
�ƩƢǇǁƢŲƩơǁȁƢǼǷȁ�ƨȈǟƢǸƬƳơ�ȁ�ƨȈǸȈǴǠƫ�ƨǸǜǻƗ�ǺǷ�ƢǿȂǸǴǠƫ�ƧǂǐƬű��ƨǸǜǻƗ�ȄǴǟ�ƢȀǬȈƦǘƫ�ơȂǳȁƢƷ�ƨǨǴƬűƨȈǠȈƦǗ�Ŀ�ȃǂƻƗ�
�ƨǟǁǄǷūơƢȈƧ���
��
��ƨǴǰǌŭơĿ�Ǆǯơǂŭơ�ǲȇƾƦƫ���
���ňȂǟƽǶǰǳ�ƽǂǇƗ�ƨǴǰǌŭơ�ȄǴǟ�ƨǴưǷȋơ�ǒǠƥ����Ľ�ǺǷȁƝƽƢƦŭơ�ȁƿ�ǲūơ�ƵǂƬǫƘǇ�����ǒǠƥǹȁǂȇƾŭơ�ǩǂǘǳơ�ǹȁǁŐȇ�
ǨǳơǜƨȇƢǤǳơ�ǹȋ�ƨǴȈǔǨǳơ�ƩƢȇƢȀǼǳƢƥ�ƨǜȈǴǤǳơ�ȁ�ƨǶǿǂǜǻ�Ŀ��ƨǴȈǇȂǳơ�ǁŐƫ����ǹƗ�ȁ�ǲǸǠǳơ�Ȃǿ�ǲǸǠǳơ�ǹƘƥ�ǹȂǳȂǬȇ�ȁ

Ŀ�ȆǨǴŬơ�ƾǠǬŭơ�ǀƻƘƫ�ǹƗ�ƤŸ�ƩƢȈǫȐƻȋơƣƢǈƷ�ƵƢƥǁȋơ�����ȏ�ǾǻƘƥ�ǹȁǂȇ�Ƕǿƫ�ǶēƢȈƷ�ƧƽȂƳ�śƥ�ƨǫȐǟ�ƾƳȂ
ƼǌǳơǲǸǠǳơ�Ŀ�ǶȀǴǏơȂƫ�ƧƽȂƳ�ȁ�ƨȈǐ����ơ�ƹƢǼǸǴǳ�ƨƴȈƬǻ�ȁ�ȍēƢǸǜǼǷ�ǲƻơƽ�ȆǇƢȈǈǳơ�ȁ�ȆǟƢǸƬƳǶ�ǮǰǨŭơ�ǩȂǈǳơ�ȁ�

ƢȀǬȈǬŢ�ǺǰŻ�ƲƟƢƬǻ�ǭƢǼǿ�ƪǷơƽ�ƢǷ�ƩƢǫȐǠǴǳ�ƧƔƢǇȍơ�ǶĔƢǰǷƜƥ�ǹƗ�ơȂǼǛ�ƢȀƳǁƢƻ���
��

����śƦǟȐǳơ�ǒǠƥ�ǹƘƥ�ǥǂƬŰ�ǵƾǫ�Ƨǂǯ�Ǫȇǂǧ�Ŀ�śƥǁƾŭơ�ǆȈƟǁ�Ņ�ǱƢǫ�ƧǂǷƤȇǁƾƬǳơ�ǹȂǴǸȀȇ�Ŀ��ǶǇȂŭơ�ƱǁƢƻ���Ľ�
ǹȂǬƸƬǴȇ�ƢƥǂǰǈǠŭœȇǁƾƬǳơ���ƨȇǁǄǷ�ǱƢƷ�Ŀ���ƥ�ǶȀǼǷ�ƢĆǼǛǂǷȋơ�ĿȐƫ�ǶȀƬǟƢǘƬǇƢƥ�ǹƘ�Ŀ��ǞƟơǁ�ǲǰǌƥ�ƤǠǴǳơ�ȁ�
ƩƢȇǁƢƦŭơ���

��
���ļơȁƾǻ�Ŀ�ǱƘǇƗ�ƢǷƾǼǟ����ƨǫƢǘǳơȁ�ƧǁƽƢƦŭơ�ȁ�ƨƦǿȂŭơȁ�ǝơƾƥȍơ�ȁ�ƧǁƾǬǳơ�ǮǴŤ�ƨǴǷƢǠǳơ�ǁƽơȂǰǳơ�ǹƗ�ȄǴǟ�ǪǧơȂȇ�ǶǰǼǷ�ǺǷ

Ǹǈȇ�ƢŲ�ǂưǯƗ�ǶȀǼǷ�ƤǴǘƬȇ�ȁƗ�ǶȀǴǸǟ�ǶŮ�ƶ�������ǺǷƩƢƥƢƳȍơƨǬǧơȂŭƢƥ�ƾȈǨƫ�������ƢǼƫƢǫƢǗ�ǶǜǠǷ�ǹƘƥ�ƾǬƬǠȇ�ƢǼǴǰǧ
ƨǴǤƬǈǷ�Śǣ�ȁƗ�ƧǁƾȀǷ���

��
���Ŧ�ǺǷ�ǲǰǧ�Ƣǻǂǜǻ�Ŀ�ƆȐǘƥ�ǹƢǯ�ƧȁǂƯ�Ǟ����ƾǯƗ�ơƿƛ�ǂƻƕ�ǁȂȀǌǷ�ȅƗ�ȁƗ�ȆǓƢȇǁ�ȁƗ�ǞȇǀǷ�ȁƗ�ǲưŲ�ȅƗ�ǩƾǐǻ�ȁ

ƢǷ�ƢŭƢǗ�ƾȇǂǻ�ƢǷ�ǪȈǬŢ�ǞȈǘƬǈǻ�ƢǼǻƘƥƢǬǼǳơ�ƢǼǇǁȍơ�ƢǻǂƬƥ�ȁ�ƧƽƢūơ�ƩƢǋ�ƢǼǓǂǧ�ȁ�ƢǼȈǻơȂǬƥ�ƨƦǠǴǳơ�ƢǼƦǠǳ�ȁ�ƧǂǇƢŬơ�ƩƢȈǫƢǨƫ
ƢǼƥȂǴǇƗ�ǾǻȂǳȂǬȇ�ƢǷ�ƔƢƳ�ơƿƛ�ƨǏƢƻ�ȍơ�ƩơƾǬƬǠŭơ�ȃȂŮ�ƢƆǬǧơȂǷ�ƧƾƟƢǈǳơ�ƨȈǟƢǸƬƳ���
��

���ǺǸưǳơ�ǹȂǠǧƾȇȏ�ƔƢƥȉơ�ǒǠƥǶȀƟƢǼƥƗ�ǞǷ���ƢǸǼȈƥ�ƨȈƳǁƢŬơ�ƧǁȂǐǳơ�Ǳŗŭơ�ƣƢƥ�ǹȁƾǏȂȇ�
ǁƢƴǋ�ȁ�ƹơǂǏ�ȄǴǟ������ȁ�ǂǷȋơ�ƨȇƢĔ�ĿǞǷ�śǬǿơǂŭơ��ǶȀƟƢǼƥƗ�ƣǁƢƴƬƥ�ǹȁƚƳƢǨƬȇ���ǆǼŪơ�ȁ�ǂǸŬơ�ȁ�ƩơǁƾƼŭơ
ǶēƢȈƷ�ǡơǂǧ�ȌǸƬǳ���

��
�����ƾƷƗ�ǺǷ�ƪƦǴǗ�ƢǷƾǼǟǺȇǂȇƾŭơƣƢƳƗ�ǂȀǋƗ�ƨƬǇ�ǱȐƻ�Ǯǳƿ�ȁ�ǾƬǈǇƚǷ�ƨǳƢǇǁ�ǾǴǸǟ�Ǫȇǂǧ�ǞǷ�ƤƬǰȇ�ǹƗ�ƢĆǸǰȀƬǷ���
�ǮǳƢƥ�ƢǷǺǨȈƬǇƢȇ�������ȏ�ƨǸȀŭơ�ǽǀǿǺǷ�ǂưǯƗ�ǀƻƘƫǝȂƦǇȋơ�ƨȇƢĔ�ƨǴǘǟ��������ƔƢȈǋȋơ�ǞȈŦ�ǲǠǧ�ǹȂǳȁƢŹ�ǅƢǼǳơ�ǹƛ
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ƨǴǘǟ�Ŀ�ƧƾȇƾƳ�ƩơǁƽƢƦǷ�ǪȈƦǘƫ�ȁ�ǶȀǴǸǟ�ƨǠȈƦǗŚȈǤƫȁ�ǶȀƳơȁǃ�ƔƢǼƥ�ǹȁƾȈǠȇ�ǶȀǧ�ǝȂƦǇȋơ�ƨȇƢĔǶēƢǯǂǋ�Ŀ��ƨǴǘǟ�Ŀ�ǾǴǯ�
�ǝȂƦǇȋơ�ƨȇƢĔ����ǵƢŤȍ�ȆǨǰƫ�ȏ�ǝȂƦǇȋơ�ƨȇƢĔ�ƨǴǘǟ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁǞȈŦǁȂǷȋơ����

��
���ǜǠǷ�ǶŮ�ǶȀȈǨǛȂǷ�ǲƦǬƫ�ȄǴǟ�ƢĆȈǨǗƢǟ�ǹȁƾǸƬǠȇ�ǶĔȋ�ȆǐƼǋ�ǲǸŰ�ȄǴǟ�ƽƢǬƬǻȏơ�ǹȁǀƻƘȇ�Ɣơǁƾŭơ�Ƕ������ƨǳƢƸǧ
ǺǷ�Ąƫ�ǹǃơȂƬǳơǼǟ�ǪǴƼƾǂȇƾŭơ�ǺǷ�ǲǯ�ƱƢƬŹ�ƢǷ��ǶȀǼǷ�ǲǯ�ǁȂǐƫ�ǲǸƬǰȈǳ�ǂƻȉơ�ǦǠǓ�ǕƢǬǼǳ�ǾȈǨǛȂǷȁơ�Ǻǟ�ȁ�ǂƻȉ�ŅƢƬǳƢƥ
�ǁŐƬȇǦǠǓƳƢƬǻƛ�Ǿ���
��

����ƣƢǈūơ�ǺǸǓ�ǲƻƾȇ�ƞȈǋ�ǲǯ�Ƨǁơƽȍơ�ȆǨǧ�����ƤȈǐǻ�ǺǷ�ȂȈǳȂȇǂȀǌǧśǨǛȂŭơ�ƤȈǐǻ�ǺǷ�ŐǸǈȇƽ�ǂȀǋ�ȁ�
Ǻȇǂȇƾŭơ����ǺǰŻ�ǵƢǫǁȋơ�ȁ�ƢȀǴȈǸƴƬǳ�ǵƢǠǳơ�ƨȇƢĔ�Ŀ�Ƣđ�ƤǟȐƬǳơ�����ǳȁ�ǺǰǵƢǫǁȋơǺǳ��ǹȂǰƫ�ȁ�ƨǬȈǫƽ�ƨƸȈƸǏ�

ŘƦĄƫ�ƪǷơƽƢǷƨȈǟȂǓȂǷ�Śǣ�ȁ�ƨȈǐƼǋ�ƩƢǓơǂƬǧơ�ȄǴǟ����
��

����ǹȂǠǸƬǈȇ�ƢǷƾǼǟ�ǅƢǼǳơ�ǺǷ�Śưǯ�ǞƳơǂƬȇƛƸƬǷ�ńƾǸƸƬǷ�śƯ�ȏ�śǈǹȂǸǴǰƬȇ�ǎǐǫ�Ǻǟ�ȏƛ��ȏ�ȁ�ǺǸǈƫȏ�ƢȇƢǰƷ�ȁ
ǝȂƳ�ǺǷ�řǤƫ�����Ɣȏƚǿ�ǹȋ��ǅƢǼǳơĆȃȂƬŰ�ǹȁƾȇǂȇƆȐƷ�ȁ�ƾȇƾǋ�Ńȋ�ƧƽƢǸǓ�ȁ�ǺǰǈǷ�ǆȈǳ�ȁ������Ƕǿ�ǹȁƾȇǂȇ�

ƆȐƷƢĆǠƳƢǻ�ƆǬȈǬŢ�ȁ�ƨǬȈǸǟ�ǲǯƢǌŭ�Ƣ�ǳȃƾŭơ�ƧƾȈǠƥ�ƲƟƢƬǼ���
��

����ǺǷ�ƨǟȂǸů�ǞǷ�œȇǁƾƫ�ǂŤƚǷ�Ŀ�ƪƯƾŢ�ƧǂǷŭơǺȇǂȇƾ�ƪǨǌƬǯƢǧ�ȄǴǟ�ǶǿŐƳƗ�ȅǀȈǨǼƬǳơ�ǂȇƾŭơ�ǹȋ�śǔǠƬŲ�ǶĔƗ�
ǵƢȇƗ�ƨǠƥǁȋ�ǅȂǴŪơ�ȁ�ǁȂǔūơƨȈǳƢƬƬǷ��ǹȂǠǸƬǈȇ�ȋơ�ǺǷ�ƨǼǨū�ǁƢǰǧǳơƨȇǂǜǼ�������ǺǷ�ƔǄƳ�Ƕǿ�ƔȏƚǿƨȇȂǘǴǈǳơ�ƨǧƢǬưǳơ�

ȏƛ�ƆǨȈǳƢǰƫ�ƢĆǁƢǸưƬǇơ�ǆȈǳȁ�ƧƾƟơǃ�ơ�����ǶĔȋǹȁƾǬƬǠȇƫ�ǶēƢǈǇƚǷ�ǹƗ�ƬǷƢǠǲ�
ǠǷ�ǶȀƢēƢȈǼƬǬǷ�ƾƷƗ�ǶĔƘǯ�ȁ���
��

����ȁǾƥ�ǶǿƽȁǄǻ�ƢǷ�Ŀ�ǶǿŐƬŵ�ȁ�ǾǳȂǬǻƢǷ�ƧƽƢǟƛ�ƣȐǘǳơ�ǺǷ�ƤǴǘǻ�ƨǇǁƾŭơ�Ŀ������ǹȂǸȀǨȇ�ƢǷ�ǹƢǟǂǇ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁ
ǨƬƸȈǧ�ǵƢǜǼǳơǴĿȁ�ǹȂǴǗƢŻ�ȁ�ǹȂ�Ȉǳ�ǶȀǈǨǻƗ�ǹȂǘǤǔȇ�ŚƻȋơƸȂǴǐơ��ƩƢƳǁƾǳơ�ȄǴǟ����ǹƗ�ǹȁƾǬƬǠȇ�Ǯǳƿ�ƾǼǟ�ȁ�ǲǯ�

Ŀ�ƢǷ�ƧƢȈūơ�ȇǬȇǂǘǳơ�ǽǀđ�ǲǸǠƧǂǐƬƼŭơ�ƨ���
��

���ǲūơ��ƝƽƢƦŭơ�ȄǴǟ�ǄȈǯǂƬǳơ��
����ƨǠƟƢǌǳơ�ǩǂǘǳƢƥ�ǲŢȏ�ǲǯƢǌǷ�ǽǀǿȁ��ƨǠƬǸŭơȁ�ƨǠȇǂǈǳơ�ȁ�ƨǴȀǈǳơ����ƢĔȋćǩǂǗ�ƢǼƫƢȈƷ�ƨǟǁǄǷ�ǞǷ�ƢĆǠǨǻ�ȅƾšȏ�

��ƨǸǯƢūơ�ƨǠȈƦǘǳơ�śǻơȂǬƥ�ǂƯƘƬƫ�Ŗǳơ���ȂǬǳơ�ǽǀǿơ�ƝƽƢƦŭơ�ȄǴǟ�ƾǸƬǠƫ�śǻĿ�ǂǸƬǈƫ�Ŗǳơ�ǳơ�ƢǿƽȂƳȂƥ�ƢǼǸǴǟ�ƔơȂǇ�ǲǸǠ�ǵƗ
�ǶǴǠǻ�Ńȁ�ƔơȂǇ�ƢǿƢǼǠǗƗƢȀǼǟ�ǺȇǂƥƾǷ�ƢǼȈǳȁ�ǵƗ���
��
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����ƧŚǐǬǳơ�ȁ�ƨǠȇǂǈǳơ�ǱȂǴūơ�ĿŚǰǨƬǳơ�ńƛ�ǲȈŻ�ȅǀǳơ�ȆǟƢǸƬƳȍơ�ƢǼǠǓȁ�Ŀ�ƨȈǴǟƢǨǳơ�ǵƾǟ�ƩơƽƢǟ�ǁǀƴƬƫ�ƢǷ�ƢĆƦǳƢǣ
ȃƾŭơ������Ľ�ǥȂǈǻ�ȁ�ǲǗƢŶƢǷơĆŚưǯ�ƨǇǁƾŭơ�ȆǨǧǖǤǔǻǁƢƦƬƻȏơ�Ŀ�ƶƴǼǼǳ�ƢǼǈǨǻƗ�������ǖǤǓ�ƶƴǼȇ�ǲǿ�Ǻǰǳȁ
ǼǈǨǻƗ��ƧƢȈūơ�ƨǟǁǄǷ�Ŀ�Ƣ����ƧǂǬƦǳơ�ƤǴŢ�ȏ�ǹƗ�ǮǻƢǰǷƢƥ�ǲǿƗ�Ƨƾŭ�ƢȀƦǴŢ�Ľ�śǟȂƦǇƨǠǧƽ�ƧƾƷơȁ������ǺǷ�ǲǿ

ǲǫƢưƬƫ�ȁ�ǞȈƥǂǳơ�Ŀ�ǝǁǄƫ�ǹƗ�ȄǈǼƫ�ǹƗ�ǺǰǸŭơƨǟơǁǄǳơ�Ǻǟ���ǱȂǐƄơ�řƴƬǳ�ǦȇǂŬơ�Ŀ�ƧȂǬƥ�Ǒǁȋơ�ƣǂǔƫ�Ľ�ǦȈǐǳơ�Ŀ�
���ǺǷ�ǂƼǈǻ�ȏ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁ�ƨǟơǁǄǳơ�ǱƢưǷ�ǺǷ�ǂƼǈǻ�ƾǫƧƢȈūơ�ǱƢưǷ�ǺǷ�ǞǻƢǷ�ȏ�ƮȈƷ��ƨȈŻƽƢǯȋơ��ǦȇȂǈƬǳơȁ�ƨǴǗƢǸŭơ��ƢǷ
ƢǼǷƽ�Śǐǫ�ƪǫȁ�Ŀ�ƢǼǈǨǻƗ�ǖǤǔǼǇǼǳ�ǱƢǼ�ȁ�ƩƢƳǁƾǳơ�ȄǴǟƗ�ŴǲǸȄǴǟƗ�ƩơƽƢȀǌǳơ����
��
����ƨǟǁǄŭơ�ǹȂǻƢǫ�Ȃǿ�ǹƢǷǄǳơ�ǂǷ�ȄǴǟ�ǵȁƾȇ�ȅǀǳơ�ƾȈƷȂǳơ�ƞȈǌǳơ���ǁȁǀƦǳơ�Ǟǔǻ�ȁ�ƢȀƸǴǨǻ�ȁ�Ǒǁȋơ�ƭǂŴ�ǹƗ�ƤŸ�Ǿǻȋ

��ȂǸǼƬǳ�ƢǿƢǟǂǻ�ȁ�ƢȀȈǬǈǻ�ȁ���Ƣƥȁ�ǲƷ�ńƛ�ǱȂǏȂǳơ�ȁ�ƨǴǰǌŭơ��ǶȀǨƬǳ�ƨǠȇǂǇ�ƨǬȇǂǗ�ƾƳȂƫ�ȏ�ƱơȁǄǳơȁ�ǲǸǠǳơ�Ŀ�ǲưŭ
�ǵơǂȇ�ƢǷ�ȄǴǟ�ƞȈǋ�ǲǯ�ǲǠŸ�ǞƳƢǻ�ȅǂƸǇƆŭƢǟ�ǪǴź�ȁƢ�ƆǧȂǨŰƢƨǳƢǠǨǳơ�ƤȈǳƢǇȋơ�ȁ�ƨȈƥƢŸȍơ�ƩƢȈǯȂǴǈǳƢƥ����

��
����ƝƽƢƦŭơƨǸȈǴǈǳơƨǴǏȂƦǳƢǯ���ŚǌƫƢǷ�ƢĆǸƟơƽ��ƶȈƸǐǳơ�Ǫȇǂǘǳơ�ńƛ���ǂǬǻ�ǹƗ�Ȃǿ�ǶȀŭơ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁ�ŕƷ�ƶȈƸǏ�ǲǰǌƥ�ƢǿƗ

ƧƽƢǔŭơ�ǶȈǬǳơ�ȁ�ƩơȂǏȋƢƥ�ƪƬǌƬǻ�ŕƷ�ȁƗ�ǞȈǔǻ�ȁƗ�ǖƦƼƬǻ�ȏ�����ŭơ�ȁ�ǵǄūƢǧȋơ�ȁ�ƨǷƢǬƬǇȍơ�ȁ�ǱƾǠǳơ�ȁ�ƧơȁƢǈ�ȁ�ƨǻƢǷ
ǂǌƦǳơ�śƥ�ƩƢǫȐǠǳƢƥ�ǪǴǠƬƫ�ƨȈǻȂǯ�śǻơȂǫ�ƢȀǼǰǳ�ȁ�ƢǼȇƾȇƗ�ǞǼǏ�ǺǷ�ƪǈȈǳ�ƨǬưǳơ��ƩƢǸǜǼŭơ�ȁ����ƾȇƾŢ�Ŀ�ǲƻƾƫ�ȁ

ǶǿŚǸǓ�ȁ�ǶȀȈǟȁ�ȁ�ǶȀǠǓȁ���
��

���ƨǸȈǴǈǳơ�ƝƽƢƦŭơ�ȄǴǟ�ƨȈǼƦǷ�ǶēƢȈǐƼǋ�ǺŠ�ǹȂǬưȇ�ǶēǂǘǨƥ�ǅƢǼǳơ�����ǧ�ȄǴǟ�ǲȈǳƽ�Śƻ�ƾǷȋơ�ƨǴȇȂǘǳơ�ƩƢǫȐǠǳƢ
�Ǯǳƿ���Ąƫ�ƢĔȋĄƫ�Ŗǳơ�ƨǬưǳơȂǿ�ǶȀȇ�ƢǷ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁ�ƢǷ�ƾƷ�ńƛ�ǶȀǷ�Śǣ�ƣȂǴǇȋơ�ǹƗ�ǂȀǜ�ƪǫȂǳơ�ǁȁǂǷ�ǞǷ�ŘƦ����ƢǷƾǼǠǧ�

Ƴ�ǹȁƾƥ�ȁ�ƨȈƟƢǬǴƬƥȁ�ƨǳȂȀǈƥ�ǲǏơȂƬǻ�ƨǠǨƫǂǷ�ƨǬưǳơ�ǹȂǰƫ�ƾȀ����ƮȈƷǹƗ�ơƔƢǘƻȋƨǳȂƦǬǷ��ƢŠ��ǹƗ
���ƆǰǴȀƬǈǷ�ȁ�ơĆƾȀů�ǲǏơȂƬǳơ�ǹȂǰȇ�ƨǔǨƼǼǷ�ƨǬưǳơ�ǹȂǰƫ�ƢǷƾǼǟ�Ǻǰǳ�ȁƢĆƦǠǏ�ȁ�ǱƢǠǧ�Śǣ�ȁ�ƪǫȂǴǳ�ƢŚƦǯ�ǲǰǌƥ����
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Appendix 3 

The Back Translation 

 

Communication and Principles 
 
1-If our motive is to maneuver and to manipulate, our communication and leadership 
approach will fail with passing of time. 
 
2-During the few last years and after issuing my book “The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People”, I worked with wonderful people who are trying to improve the quality 
of their communication, their relationships, their production, their services, their 
organizations and above all their lives. 
 
3-But unfortunately I see other people using means built on bad directions and they are in 
fact trying to apply short-cut practices and maneuvers that they learnt from different 
educational and social systems and they try to apply them on other natural systems in life 
farm. 
 
4-The problem is in switching centers 
 
5- Let me narrate to you some examples of the problem 6-and then I will suggest the 
principled solution. 7-Some managers justify the rude and boorish ways with virtuous 
ends because the aim, in their perspective, justifies the means 8-and they say that 
business is business and morals should take the back seat in profit calculation. 9-They see 
that there is no relation between the quality of their personal lives and the quality of their 
communication at work. 10-And as a result of the social and political climate inside their 
organizations and the fragmented market outside them (organization), they thought that 
they can wrong to relationships as long as there are achievable results. 
 
11-Once a chief-couch in a professional football team told me that some players neglect 
training off season 12-then they join the training camp in a shameful condition 13-
thinking that they can avert the issue and play wonderfully in matches. 
 
14-When I ask in my seminars: “who (of you) does agree that the working calibers 
possess more of ability, creativity, gift, initiative, and energy than what their jobs allow 
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them or require from them?” 99% of answers state agreement. 15-We all think that our 
potential is wasted or unused.  
 
16-Everyone collects wealth is a hero in our eyes and 17-we believe any actor, presenter, 
athlete or any other celebrity if he assures to us that we can achieve what we want as long 
as we practice sharp discussion, cut off losing agreements, play the game with our rules, 
and impose our approach, especially if what they are saying come in accordance with the 
common spread social believes. 
 
18-Some parents do not pay the price because they always beatify the external image 
while slamming the house door on screaming and quarrels 19-and at the end they are 
surprised of their teenaged children’s experience with drugs, alcohol and sex to fill in 
their empty lives. 
 
20-When I ask a manager to write with his work team the mission of his organization in 
six months, he sarcastically replied: “what is wrong with you Stevenson?, 21-this task 
does not take more than a weekend.” 22-People try to do all things during the weekend. 
They rebuild their marriages, change the nature of their work, and apply new initiatives in 
their companies, all in the weekend. 23-But the weekend is not enough to finish all 
matters. 
 
24-Most of managers take criticism personally because they emotionally depend on their 
employees’ acceptance. 25-A condition of balance is created when the manager and his 
employees need each other’s weaknesses to completer everyone’s perspective about the 
other and eventually to justify his weak production. 
 
26-In management, everything enters within the calculation, 27-so July is for employees 
and December is for managers. 28-And numbers can be manipulated at the end of the 
year to beautify them. 29-But numbers can not be precise and accurate as long as they are 
built on personal and subjective assumptions. 
 
30-Many people back off when they listen to enthusiastic speakers talking about nothing 
except about stories and tales that do not fatten and substitute hunger 31-because those 
people want content and solution but not painkiller and band-aid for a severe pain. 32-
They want a solution for deep problems and achievement of long-term results. 
 
33-Once I spoke in a training conference to a group of managers and I discovered that 
they are displeased because the CEO forced them to attend and sit for four progression 
days listening to punch of theoretical thoughts. 34-They are part of the authoritative 
culture that see training as not more than extra cost not an investment, 35-because they 
believe that their companies deal with them as they are one of their (companies) 
properties. 
 
36-and in school we ask students to repeat what we say and we test them in what we 
provide them with. 37-But very quickly they understand the system and they celebrate 
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and procrastinate and at the end they cram themselves to get the marks. 38-At that point 
they think that everything in life works in this short way. 
 
39-The Solution is concentrating on Principles 
 
40-These are problems that are not solved with the common, easy, and quick enjoyable 
ways. 41-because these are ways that do not work with our life farm which is affected by 
the controlling laws of nature. 42-These laws depend on principles which continue to 
work either we know of their existence or and either we obey them or give them our 
backs.  
 
43-Mostly the habits of ineffectiveness root in our social position which tends to think of 
quick and short-term solutions. 44-In schools we often procrastinate and put off and then 
we cram ourselves to succeed in exams. 45-But does cramming ourselves succeed in life 
farm? 46-Can you not milking the caw for two weeks and then milk it all at once? 47-Is it 
possible to forget to plant in spring, slacken from farming in summer and strongly strike 
the land in fall to gain crops? 48-We may mock the example of farming but not mock the 
example of academic life where there is no object to procrastinate and putt off, and then 
cram of ourselves for short time to obtain the highest degrees and hold the highest 
certificates. 
 
49-The only thing that last through time is the farm law because we have to cultivate the 
land, till it, put seeds, water it, and nurture it to grow. 50-Similarly with work and 
marriage, there is no quick way to understand the problem and reach an effective magical 
solution that makes everything fine and creates a world fraughted with positive behaviors 
and effective approaches. 
 
51-Correct principles are like compass: always points to the right direction, 52-but what 
is important is to read it in a right way so we do not stray or get lost or get distracted by 
opposite voices and values. 53-Firmness, equality, justice, straightness, honesty and trust 
are not our hand made but they are universal laws that relate to relationships between 
people and organizations 54-and interfere in determining their position, consciousness 
and conscience.  
 
55-People by instinct trust whose personalities built on correct principles 56-and long-
term relations are best example of that 57-because they reveal that the approach is not 
important to a certain extent but what matters is the trust that is built with passing time. 
58-When the trust is high, we communicate easily, spontaneously, and effortlessly 59-
where mistakes are accepted as long as the other understands what we mean. 60-But 
when the trust is low, the communication becomes exhausting, time consuming, 
ineffective and difficult in a big way. 
 
61-Most people are willing to work on their personalities but not their beings 62-where 
the former includes learning new skills, ways and images and the latter includes change 
of habits, development of virtues, reining of emotions and desire, commitment of 
promise, respect for feeling, and firmness in accepting others’ perspective about us63- 
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and being development is a manifestation of maturity. 64-And self evaluation and at the 
same time self pushing to work with elite principles are one of the paradoxes of high 
humanity and thick base for effective leadership. 
 
65-Principled leaders are men and women with high beings and effective ability; they are 
tilling the farm with seed and soil and working in harmony with laws of nature, principles 
of absolute north5 and harvest law. 66-They plant their principles in the center of their 
lives, the center of their relationships, the center of their communications, the center of 
their contracts, and the center of their management operations and the mission of their 
organizations. 
 

 

Appendix 4 

The Ethnolinguistic Analysis of the ST 

Ethnolinguistic Theory 
Message Content Formative Element 

1. Norm of 
Interpretation 

The writer uses examples from the real life to lead 
audience understand the base on which communications 
should built.  

2. Norm of Interaction  
 

Expert writer to non-expert readers who seeks 
improvement of their communications. However, the 
distance is close and the language is intimate. American 
style of writing. 

3. Text End 
3.1. Main Goal Raise the awareness of principled communication and 

prove with examples that principles are the base of 
effective communications. 

3.2. Sub-Goal People should build their principles in the center of all 
aspects of communications 

4. Genre Personal and professional development published on the 
internet to be read and it is part of series articles and 
books. 

5. Key Serious. Soft and full of advices and colloquial 
expressions. 

6. Topic  Principled communication 
7. Text Situation 

7.1. Setting  An article published on Franklin Covey website. 
7.2. Scene  Modern article using modern and colloquial incidents 

8. Participants 
8.1. Sender Franklin Covey website- The sender by definition is the 

                                                 
5 �� Referring to the principles of the absolute north as named by Stephen Covey which are the principles 
that always point to the right direction regardless of the circulated circumstances. He built this name after 
the absolute north that is pointed to by the needle of the compass.  
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transmitter, “who codes the signal that is sent through the 
communication channel to the receiver” (Renkema 1993: 
33 in Sa’Adeddin). 

8.2. Addresser  the writer. 
8.3. Receiver/Audience  
 

The receiver’s role is not to passively receive the text but 
to decode. The receivers of this given text are the same as 
the addressees.  

8.4. Addressee  
 

- Immediate Audience: All internet readers of the website 
along with any internet users.  
- Intended audience: people seeking personal and 
professional development especially within the field of 
communication 

9. Channel  Written to be read.  
10. Variety of 

Expression  
American English- direct and simple full of colloquial 
expression 

Text Act Structure  
 

indirectly criticize some social practices to emphasize the 
rationale that these practices are built on false principles. 

 

Ethnolinguistic Theory 
Message Form Constituents 

1. Print Substance 
1.1. System of orthography:  
 

English 

1.2. Paragraphing The text divided into paragraphs where every paragraph 
revolves around one theme or one example. 
 
 

1.3. Punctuation  
 

Standard  English punctuation 

2. Text grammatical dependencies  
 
2.1 (Macro)  
grammatical dependencies – Cohesion 
2.1.1 References First and second references are common for the spoken 

language and the tenor of the text. Giving realistic 
examples increases the use of personal references 
especially first and second. 

2.1.2. Junctives Less use of conjunctions for the colloquial language use 
and when conjunctions are used, direct and simple ones 
are used. Spoken conjunctives are used in direct 
quotations 

2.1.3. Ellipsis and 
Substitutions 

Many example of ellipsis for the colloquial style. 
 

2.2. (Micro) grammatical dependencies  
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2.2.1. Sentences 
 

Short and simple sentences. Less compound sentences 
but sometimes long as spoken ones.  

2.2.2. Clauses 
 

 

2.2.3. Phrases NP (D+ADJ+N) (D+N+N) 
VP (PFRASAL) (passive) (modals) 
AP (COMPUND)  
 

 


